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Woman’s Way

RED LODGE

SPECIAL EDITION – OPEN THE DOOR

The Red Lodge Hearth Song
Born from the Red of our Mother's Womb,
From the glowing coals in Grandmother's Fire
We are gathered here
At the Red Lodge Hearth–
To sing for our sisters' power
And to Honor the Spirit in All.

Born from the passion of our Woman Fire
Is the fierce Red Love
That transforms the world
And we're gathered together
At the Red Lodge Hearth–
To drum for our daughter’s passions
And to Honor the Spirit in All.

Born from the visions of our Long Night trance
Is the wombfire spirit of intention’s dance,
And we’re calling our families
To the Red Lodge Hearth–
To a sweet, sustainable society,
To the beauty and truth of Woman's Way.

–Kristina Turner
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our
community gave birth to Woman’s Way Red Lodge

After a long conception and gestation, and a short smooth labor,

on September 23, 2006. The ooh’s and ah’s were in abundance, as were our
magnificent sisters and 34 guests who attended this amazing birthing. Words
cannot tell the whole story, but with pictures, we can come closer.

Oh Joy!
Oh Joy!

There were

40 women in the opening ceremony as we

processed into the hall. The women and the hall were decked out in reds,
yellows, coppers, greens, and many other juicy colors. We entered the circle in
the center and amongst the cedar, lights, dark carpeting and glossy hardwood
dance floor we called in the directions, said our prayers, sang our song and
Opened the Door.

Our baby is born.
Magnificent women began flowing into the hall. Immediately, each woman

A new light
for our world!

was greeted sweetly by our awesome crones, who handed each woman a
sweet baked cookie/bread, lovingly baked for them by many of our Long
Dance sisters. After being escorted to the sign-in table, women were awed
and amazed by the look, feel, sounds, and displays of

so many

resplendent women and their crafts, jewelry, crystals, wools,
hand-painted drums, healing salves, flower essences, paintings, wildlife and
nature photographs, rattles, scarves, our CD, Moonsongs for the Goddess
Soul, and so much more.

Many found their way to the Red Lodge booth where they could see the baby

Many even
decided to help her grow by becoming a charter
member. We hope you will consider that too. If you were not at the birth,
more closely and learn more about her and her story.

you can receive a membership brochure in the mail by requesting one sent to
you. Our intention is to be sure each Long Dancer has a copy, and we will mail
to those not present on 9/23. Long Dancers come under our grandmother
clause and up until March 23, 2007, may become a Lodge or Support Sister for
50% of the normal dues. We had a special at the event for non-Long Dancers,
who received 20% off of the Lodge and Support Sister circles memberships.

Many women could be seen in one of the four directions making a smudge or
talking stick, a dream catcher, or painting a community mural that is nothing
short of astounding in its

depth and beauty.
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There was a feast of possibilities present throughout the day with all the
booths, the silent auction, and the center area where you could hear Kimber sing or watch
and dance with Kendra who demonstrated her Spirit is Alive as she encouraged women to
move their magnificent bodies. You could also hear many of our sisters sharing poems and
see, hear and move to rhythmic drums that had everyone movin’ an groovin’.

We had Otter Woman there and she played and was played by many sisters. Barbara Krulich
remarked that at one point there were

19 sisters on Otter Woman.

Sisters came from Arizona (Jacki Jones), from Oregon (Pam Tillson) and all the way from
Joshua Tree California (our own inimitable Chair of Red Lodge, Peg Hopkins)!

The silent auction featured beaded necklaces, a crystal leaded vase, pictures, services of all
kinds, a chrome spaghetti pot with utensils and a Woman’s Way Red Lodge chrome teapot,

It was a grand

celebration
for sure!

skin care products, candles and more than I can write about.

Thanks to the generosity of all those

who contributed items for this auction and to those who bid on and won the items, our treasury is $926 richer.
These were the words heard from many sisters about this Opening of our Door celebration:

Awesome!

Amazing! Lovely! and “we need to do this every year!” Perhaps we will...
After our Open House we took a poll and heard your desires and we are planning an

Annual Fall Festival

The first one will be on November 10th at a location to be announced. This festival will be open to anyone who wishes
to participate, and will feature as many beautiful, juicy, and useful items from as many artisans, vendors and craft
designers as we can include. We will definitely have drumming, dancing, and a silent auction. Imagine a wonderful
day at the festival and doing your holiday shopping!

An event like this takes a lot of vision, time, work, collaboration and energy. We started at 8 AM and totally transformed
the hall including walls and floor, in all directions, finishing at 11:15 AM in time to change clothes. At 11:30, we
smudged outside and then processed in for the opening ceremony. After closing ceremony at 5 PM, with great help
from all present, we returned the hall to its original look in one hour. Aren’t we

awesome women!

INTERIM BOARD Left to Right: Mary G.L. Shackelford, Kristina Turner, Susan Landau, Kendra E. Thornbury, Norleen Overman, Peg Hopkins, Sarah Blum and Ruth Raven Burns
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Special thanks to

Mary Shackelford and her Program Council members:

Mariah Hoyt Paula Rathbun Nan Draper Lori Kramer

My gratitude to
all who contributed

My immense gratitude to all on the Abundance Council who labored
long on the membership brochures and worked to create, sponsor and hold the Red

to this event being

Lodge booth Bobbi Edwards Catherine Dwyer Susan Landau Victoria Jensen

so wonderful
More thanks goes out to Julia Bear Heart and her helper/servers in our kitchen
Nancy McLaughlin Bonnie Lee Cleverdon Amy Wolf

My heartfelt affirmation and gratitude to

Victoria Jensen for

searching out and purchasing all the food and drink, soliciting and managing the

and successful.

Enjoy the photos!

items for the silent auction and creating a very successful and fun silent auction.

A very special thanks to a new Long Dancer

Kate Johnson who

stepped up to design, create, and build our Red Lodge booth along with books and

–Sarah Blum
Chair, Abundance Council

charts to show off our baby, Woman’s Way Red Lodge.

Thank you and thank you to those who were in the center
with their talents Kimber Godsey Kim WombFire Woman Kendra Thornbury
Kristina Turner and the Conflict Evolution Council
Woman

Barbara Krulich and Otter

Willow and her drum circle class that included Julie Taylor Debbie

Fank Jean Templeton Morris Melanie Chinn and drum teacher Margie Pasero.

Ceremonial recognition and indebtedness for opening and
closing our circle to Ruth Raven Kristina Turner Sarah Blum and our heartbeat
Otter Woman

Deep gratitude for all those who lovingly baked cookies and sweet breads
for our greeting giveaway and to Raven and her crones who did the greetings.
Sarah Blum

Blessings to

Drai Bearwomyn for managing some graphics for the event and

whipping up this Special Edition eNEWS.
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PREPARATION

Lori Kramer
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Setting up booths, our sacred circle, and bringing in expansive loving intention

Laurie Skandalis

Julia Bear Heart and Marsha Cook
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Valli

Abundance council conferring on the Red Lodge booth.

Julia Bear Heart’s Booth

Norleen Overman
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Marsha Cook at the Sign In Table

Emily Vogt preparing food

Sarah Blum at the Woman’s Way Red Lodge Booth

Ramona Wilcox helping to set up the painting booth

Mary G.L. Shackelford setting up a table

The Silent Auction tables

Marlene Bennett

A juicy table of goodies
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The GiveAway Table

These beautiful handcrafted Red Lodge GiveAway charms were designed and crafted by Lori Kramer. Each Open House attendee received one of these gifts.

Zora Star

P R E P A R I N G

OTTER WOMAN
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Kimber Songweaver Godsey

THE WELCOME

Mary G.L. Shackelford
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Suzanne Lichau

Therese Charvez

Baba Willow Dreamfeather

Julie Taylor

Debbie Fank

Norleen Overman

G. Maeve Aeolus
Nancy McLaughlin
Kristina Turner, Julia Bear Heart, Victoria Benson
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Dressed to celebrate!
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Therese Charvez

Emily Vogt

Ramona Wilcox and Kelly Brehan

Bobbie Edwards and Jackie Soaring Fox Jones

Patricia Menzes

Ruth Raven

Opening procession
Kristina Turner

Valli Sanstrom

Therese Charvez

Kim WombFire Woman
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Peg Hopkins

...And the door was opened
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Maker of the Sacred Drum

Kim WombFire Woman and Susan Starfeather Landau

“We cannot live
only for ourselves.
A thousand fibers

Connect Us
with our fellow
[wo]men.”
–Melville
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THE GATHERING
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Bonnie Lee Cleverdon

Debbie Fank and Lena Boone

Suzanne Lichau
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Making DreamCatchers

Paula Rathbun

Nancy McLaughlin and Kathleen Graf

Jean Templeton Morris and Jodi Paddock

Susan Buis and Paula Rathbun

Kimber Songweaver Godsey

Christine WiseDancer Hopkins and Therese Charvez

Nancy Mclauglin and Kim WombFire Woman
Norleen Overman, Kathleen Graf and Pamela Deliliah Tillson

Our Open House featured a raffle and

Norleen

Overman was the winner of of a free weekend
retreat at Sahale. Norleen out bought everyone by
purchasing 24 tickets. Smart Lady!

One by one, they come... and together, the community reveals the vision
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Listening to the speakers talk about Red Lodge and the Vision

Mariah Hoyt and Kathleen Graf

Laurie Skandalis
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Laurie Soderholm

Woman’s Way The remembering and growing of a way of living with
spirit that is very, very old, and very new. It is organic, inclusive, and evolving.
At the heart of Woman’s Way is a direct, personal connection to Spirit, to
Mystery, to God, Goddess and All That Is.

Our Purpose is to Enliven the Sacred Feminine, Honor Deeply All Life,
as we serve our world.

Our Mission is to ignite those committed to a soul centered life
Susan Buis

through sharing sacred experiences, practices, and life skills grounded in the
wisdom of the woman’s way.

Our Commitment is to mentor other women in life skills, being
visible, effective,competent, and secure in dealing with: hearth,home,
finances, politics, power, ceremony, spirituality, self expression, health, birth,
death, transitions, self care, relationships, creativity, family,community, culture
and the world.
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THE CELEBRATION
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Calling in the Directions
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Therese Charvez

Margie Pasero

Susan Harris

Susan Landau, Julie Taylor and Karen Bennett
The Next Generation...
14 Sisters Drumming on Otter Woman

Amy Wolff

Baba Willow Dreamfeather

Bobbie Edwards, Jackie Soaring Fox, Kathryn Johansen

Marlene Bennett and Mariah Wind Dancer Hoyt

Debbie Fank

Sarah Blum
Susan Harris

Christine Wisedancer Hopkins

Jean Templeton Morris

Sarah Blum, Bobbie Edwards, Jackie Soaring Fox and Kathryn Johansen

CLOSING CEREMONY
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Closing Procession

Susan Harris

The completed mural

Lena Boone

Susan Harris and Kendra E. Thornbury
Our Dear “Mother’s Long Dance” Sister

AHO

Jackie Soaring Fox

Sarah Strafford

AHO
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I don't know how many new women came, but there were quite a
few new faces there and I made a point of introducing myself and
welcoming at least a dozen of them. I know there were more than
that. Willow invited her entire drum circle to come, and I think most
of them showed up. And I would estimate that there were at least
100 Long Dancers there, but I don't know what the official number
was. All the new faces seemed to be quite
enchanted with what they encountered. They
looked like women who belong with us. We of
course wove our magic and transformed
the drab and dingy hall into a warm, red fabric
swathed pleasure pavilion in about 2 hours and
were ready to welcome our guests by 12:00.

performance/teachings/offerings held there all day long. It was like a
sacred one ring circus of delights. Kendra led a body movement
exercise, the CEC demonstrated listening with drums, Kristina sang
her own songs and poetry, Otter woman sat at the edge of the
hearth and got plenty of attention. I think there were 20 women
drumming on her at one time. Barbara Krulich was in heaven.

“I thought the
Open House

We signed up 42 (+/-) lodge members, and I'm
sure more sign ups are coming. (There is a 50%
reduction in the fee for Long Dancers til next
March, so it is affordable.) We ended the day with
awesome African drumming and everybody was
dancing. I was working in the refreshment booth at
the time and couldn't leave, so I just danced in the
Kitchen clicking my stainless steel serving tongs in
time with the drums.

was a

This day was like a LongDance distilled down to
the juiciest moments and presented in 5 hours.
There was plenty of sweating! During the
preparation time we were like a swarm of worker
bees, climbing up on ladders, zipping from one
side of the room to the other, helping each other
and multi-tasking 3 things at once as we buzzed
and transformed the environment from Square
Dance Hall to Red Lodge hive. It would have been cool to film us
transforming the hall in time lapse photography, you know, the way
photographers speed up the process of a flower bud opening into
full bloom in 10 seconds? That's exactly what we did, we brought in
the baby bud of our idea and let it unfold into full bloom in that
hall. What an awesome blossom we grew! Our Red Lodge baby
arrived in all her newborn glory.

smashing
success.”

The council's information tables and artist's and vendor's tables full
of beautiful creations were arranged in an outer circle
around the edges of the room. I made over $500.00 selling scarves
and rattles! And I wasn't even tending my table. I was running
around helping at the refreshment booth, discovering the amazing
talents of my sisters at their vending tables and socializing like crazy.
Women would just come up to me holding a scarf in their hands
and stick money in my hand, wherever I was in the hall. That's how
I like to do business!
There was an altar in each direction in the form of an activity table
(make a talking stick, dreamcatcher, paint a group mural, etc.) As
she was leaving I heard one young woman visitor saying "I had so
much fun! I made a talking stick and held and played a drum for
the first time!" She was lit up with the old familiar first time
Long Dancer glow of amazement. I saw a future Long
Dancer emerging.

Peg and Mary and Sarah were "on" as they took
turns talking up Red Lodge Herstory, councils and
future goals. How could anybody ignore their
loving invitations to join this gorgeous group of
wild women in our passionate dream?

"Then the clock struck 12" as in the fairytale, and all the brightly
colored dancing/drumming goddesses, the softly glowing central
Red Lodge Hearth, the sage and lavender scented altars and the
diaphanous fabric draped, flower, fruit and gourd bedecked
entryway turned back into a square dance hall pumpkin of dingey
white painted walls and an ugly green indoor /outdoor entry carpet.
All the beauty was taken down, packed into vans and cars in an
hour and a half, and we drove away, dispersing to the four
directions, carrying Red Lodge in our hearts. I was
so high as I drove home, I had so much love oozing out of my pores
for my Red Lodge sisters, I was buzzing finely.
So our beautiful Red Lodge baby is born! Red Lodge is now "out in
the world" and our message is beginning to work its way into the
hearts and souls of many women. I do believe we
are going to grow by leaps and bounds as the Red Lodge bees carry
the pollen on the wind and scatter it widely among the hungry
waiting women of the world. I know I must sound like a zealot or a
christian missionary, and that is sort of how I feel right now–like I
want to spread the word about the Goddess throughout the land,
thumping on my drum instead of a bible! Never fear, Red Lodge
Open House has given me a way to do that in juicy, tasty manner
that will not offend anybody who isn't ready to hear our song. But
our sweet music is definitely on the wind. Listen...can you hear it???
In joyful service,

In the center of the room was a big dark red rug surrounded by a
circle of white fairy lights encased in clear plastic, nestled in cedar
boughs. This was our Hearth Space where performances
took place. I didn't catch everything, but there were many
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Lodge Sister Membership

CHARTER
MEMBERS
These are the people who are charter members
as of the end of September.
Anyone may become a charter member up until
March 23, 2007.
If you would like a brochure go to the website
www.wwrl.org and click on membership and
make your request.
Remember, Long Dancer’s can join for 50% off
until March 23, 2007 under the grandmother’s
clause. Brochures were mailed out in December
and can still be obtained on our website.
Thank you and congratulations to our first
Woman’s Way Red Lodge members:

Mary G.L. Shackelford
Sarah L. Blum
Kristina Turner
Ruth Raven Burns
Norleen Overman
Peg Hopkins
Connor Sauer
Drai Bearwomyn
Catherine Dwyer
Susan Landau
Jacki Jones
Kendra E. Thornbury
Bobbi Edwards
Marsha Cook
Kathleen Hanning
Christine Hopkins
Julia Bear Heart
Susan Harris
Valli Sanstrom
Barbara Hansen
G. Maeve Aeolus
Kimber Godsey
Nancy Lieurance
Karen Bennett
Bonnie Lee Cleverdon
Kim WombFire Woman
Patricia Menzies
Barbara Krulich
Susan Buis
Kelly Ziniewicz
Mariah Wind Dancer Hoyt
Grandma Billie Sockwomyn
Kathleen Graf
Julie Taylor
Debbie Fank

Support Sister Membership
Pam Tillson
Chalice Bailey
Nancy McLaughlin
Barbara Church
Della Floyd
Therese Charvet
Katie Ladner
Kate Johnson

Sustaining Circle Membership
Jamee Holden
Melvin Swegle
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FALL FESTIVAL 2007
November 10th,
put it on your
calendars!!
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